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You are always new in the Love, in the Glory, in the Adoration you give Me. 

 My Will communicates to you that new Act which It possesses by Its own nature. 

 

…Ah! maybe if He feels the love of Heaven in me, which He likes so much, He will come and 

will no longer leave me alone and abandoned for so long.  

 

But while I was speaking nonsense in my interior, my sweet Jesus, my dear Life,  

came out from within me, and clasping me in His arms, He told me: 

 

“My daughter, I do like the love of Heaven, but that of the earth I like more.  

That of the earth is always new for Me, it is new gains that I make, new glory.  

 

On the other hand, that of Heaven I already possess. 

No one can take it away from Me - it is all my own thing.  

But that of the earth I am in the act of acquiring. 

And many times I lose the new gains I should make, 

 because souls not always give Me the love and the glory they should give Me. 

 

“Now, you must know that when souls die in my Grace they are confirmed  

-in the nature of love,-in the nature of glory and -in the life of the Divine Will.  

 

So, in Heaven everything is nature in all the Blessed.  

Therefore they give Me nothing more. Rather, I give to them, constantly,  

-that continuous act of joys, of happiness, of beatitudes ever new and without end.  

 

This is why I am all eyes over the earth, as though putting all Heaven aside. 

Because Heaven is mine. 

And I fix on and become all attention for the soul who lives in the exile, who, 

- even though she does not possess the nature of Heaven,  

wants to give Me the new gains of Love, of Glory and of Adoration.  

 

If you knew  

-how your love hovers around within my Will,  

-how it rises between Heaven and earth,  

investing all created things. 

 

And breaching even into Heaven, up to wherever my Divine Will extends,  

it gives Me the new possession of the love of the creature  

-who has let herself been invested by the power of my Supreme Fiat. 

And while the possession of Love reaches Me, a new one she prepares - that of Glory.  

 

And as you return to repeat your acts, your acts are always new for Me because, indeed, you did 

not have them before.  

Therefore, you are always new in the Love, in the Glory, in the Adoration you give Me. Because, 

echoing in you, my Will communicates to you that new Act which It possesses by Its own nature. 

 

So, what I do in Heaven,  

-giving to all the Blessed that new Act, never interrupted, of joys and of unspeakable contentments,  

you are destined to give to Me from the earth, in the Light and Power of my Will.  

 

Therefore, be attentive on following Its rapid flight.” 


